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OSHA’s Keeping the Heat On; What We Can Expect

2015 Indiana Safety and Health Conference 

& Expo

March 18, 2015

2015 OSHA budget:  $552.8 million

2015 inspection goal:  37,485

2016 OSHA proposed budget:  $592.1 million

2016 inspection goal:  37,785
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New Republican Congress may slow the passage of new 

regulations

Possible tougher enforcement outside of rulemaking 

during Obama’s last two years

Possible more OSHA “guidance” rather than 

“rulemaking”
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Combustible dust regulations moved to “long-term 

actions” list

Injury and illness prevention program moved to “long-

term actions” list
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Beryllium rule proposal (Soon)

Comment period to close on permissible exposure limits 

look back (April)

Analyzing stakeholder comments on silica rule to be 

finished (June)

Communication tower rule (request for information in 

June)

Completion of small business review of infectious 

disease standard (December)

These time periods are not set in stone. 5

OSHA has identified industries with high injury/illness 

rates and a high proportion of severe injuries/illnesses.

These industries are targeted for enforcement activity:

o Landscape and Horticultural Services

o Oil and Gas Well Drilling and Servicing

o Preserved Fruits and Vegetables

o Primary Metals and Basic Steel Products

o Ship and Boat Building and Repair

o Public Warehousing and Storage

o Concrete and Concrete Products
6
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OSHA’s position: temporary workers are entitled to the 

same safety and health protections as direct-hire and 

permanent employees

Temporary worker industry has grown 125% since 1990

o 861,000 temporary jobs added to the U.S. economy since 

August 2009

o Approximately 10 million people work in temporary jobs per year

7

Launched April 29, 2013

To ensure that staffing agencies and host employers 

understand their responsibilities under the Occupational 

Safety and Health Act of 1970

Instructs compliance officers to inquire at worksites 

regarding the use of temporary workers and the safety 

and health protections they receive

Includes data gathering, identifying best practices, and 

developing outreach material
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OSHA’s position is that both the host employer and the 

staffing agency are responsible for the safety of the 

temporary worker

“While the extent of responsibility under the law of 

staffing agencies and host employers is dependent on 

the specific facts of each case, staffing agencies and 

host employers are jointly responsible for maintaining a 

safe work environment for temporary workers –

including, for example, ensuring that OSHA’s training, 

hazard communication, and recordkeeping requirements 

are fulfilled.”
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Employers must record the injuries and illnesses of 

temporary workers if they supervise such workers on a 

day-to-day basis. 

Day-to-day supervision occurs when “… the employer 

supervises the details, means, methods and processes 

by which the work is to be accomplished.” 

Procedures must be established for employees to report 

injuries and illnesses.

Information about injuries and illnesses should flow 

between the host employer and staffing agency.
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Effective January 1, 2015

Two key changes

o Updated list of industries partially exempted from the rule

o Expansion of list of severe work-related injuries and illnesses 

that must be reported to OSHA

11

Old rule used the old Standard Industrial Classification 

(SIC) system together with data from Bureau of Labor 

Statistics (BLS) 1996-1998

New rule uses North American Industry Classification 

System (NAICS) together with data from Bureau of 

Labor Statistics (BLS) 2007-2009
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All work-related fatalities must be reported within eight 

hours

The following must be reported within 24 hours:

o Inpatient hospitalizations of one or more people

o Amputations

o Eye loss

13

Need to report fatalities within eight hours if the fatality 

occurs within 30 days of the work-related incident

Amputations or loss of an eye must be reported within 24 

hours only if it occurred within 24 hours of the work-

related incident
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Previously had two choices – now expanded to three

Call OSHA’s free and confidential number  1-800-321-

OSHA (6742)

Call closest OSHA area office

Use the new online form (not available yet)

15

OSHA will call the employer

Opens the dialog

OSHA wants to know:

o What caused the injury

o What employer intends to do to remedy the situation

OSHA may follow up with inspection or take no further 

action

Information will be published on OSHA’s website –

OSHA believes this will encourage employers to ensure 

a safe work environment
16
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Enforcement policies to focus resources on employers 

“who have demonstrated indifference to their OSH Act 

obligations by committing willful, repeated, or failure-to-

abate violations”

Replaced Enhanced Enforcement Program

States required to adopt the program or adopt an 

equivalent program
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Fall hazards 

Amputation hazards

Combustible dust hazards

Crystalline silica hazards

Lead hazards

Excavation/trenching hazards

Shipbreaking hazards

Hazards due to the potential release of a highly 

hazardous chemical (process safety management) 19

Enhanced follow-up inspections

Nationwide inspections of related workplaces/worksites

Increased company awareness of OSHA enforcement

o Sending citation and notification of penalty to headquarters

o Issuing news releases

o Posting on OSHA’s webpage

Sending letter to corporate officers

Enhanced settlement provisions

Section 11(b) enforcement
20
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The arrival

The opening conference

The walkaround

The closing conference

21

No advance knowledge – usually!

Credentials

Tip:  Ask inspector to explain the purpose of the inspection

o “Programmed” inspection

• SST

• National Emphasis Program

• Local Emphasis Program

o Response to fatality or catastrophic event

o Response to employee complaint

22
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Have designated area to conduct opening conference and 

interviews

Designate certain individuals to interface with OSHA

23

24

A compliance officer initiates an unannounced 

inspection at the worksite.  For a number of 

reasons, there are no company representatives 

available to meet with the compliance officer, 

can the greeter (e.g., most senior employee) 

request that the compliance officer return at a 

later time?
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The CSHO will first conduct an opening conference.  During the 

opening conference, the CSHO will:

o Describe the purpose of the inspection. 

o If the company is unionized, the compliance officer may request 

that an employee representative participate in the opening 

conference.  

o Outline in general terms the scope of the inspection, including 

the need for private employee interviews, physical inspection of 

the worksite and records, etc.

o Review personal protective equipment (PPE) hazard 

assessment.

o Review OSHA 300 Logs and 300A summary forms.

o Likely review your entry permits.
25

Must know and be able to readily provide for the 

compliance officer copies of PPE hazard assessment 

and OSHA 300 Logs and 300A summary forms.  

If there are any areas that contain or might reveal trade 

secrets, inform the CSHO of this during the opening 

conference.  

26
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The scope will depend upon the nature and purpose of the 

inspection.  OSHA may have authority to perform a comprehensive 

inspection, which may involve a full worksite walkaround, along with 

hygiene sampling. 

Management should accompany the compliance officer during the 

inspection.   The compliance officer is permitted to take photographs 

or videotapes whenever the compliance officer determines that it is 

necessary to do so.  Any photographs or videotapes taken by the 

compliance officer should be replicated by the company.  

During the walkaround, the compliance officer may recommend that 

certain alleged hazards be corrected and suggest possible means of 

correction.  It is OK to correct alleged hazards  identified.

27

An employee representative must be given the opportunity to 

accompany the CSHO in the physical inspection.

The Company representative must require that the compliance 

officer abide by all company safety rules.

28
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The compliance officer informs you at the opening 

conference that he/she is investigating an employee 

complaint regarding noise exposure in Area A of the 

worksite.  The compliance officer then requests to view 

work in Area B of the worksite, which is adjacent to Area A.  

Is this allowable?  

29

A compliance officer informs you that he/she is only at the 

location to visit Area A of the worksite.  While walking to 

Area A, the compliance officer notices a machine without a 

guard on it, in Area C.  Can the compliance officer head 

towards Area C to investigate?

30
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In the course of the inspection, the compliance officer may wish to 

interview management representatives and other employees.  

Determine your approach to this.

Management should arrange for the interviews to take place in the 

area discussed above. 

Management should sit in on all interviews of management 

personnel and take notes of the interviews.  The CSHO has the right 

to interview non-management employees in private.

If it would unduly hinder production for an employee to leave his/her 

post to be interviewed, management can request the CSHO 

schedule an alternative time to interview the employee.

31

A compliance officer asks to interview Employee A.  

Employee A comes to his/her supervisor and says that 

he/she does not feel comfortable speaking to OSHA and 

does not want to speak with the compliance officer.  How 

should this be handled?  

32
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Upon completion of the inspection, the CSHO will conduct a closing conference.  

Typically, the compliance officer will not indicate how the proposed violations will be 

characterized (serious, other than serious, etc.) or the proposed penalty amounts.

At the closing conference, management should :

o Bring to the CSHO’s attention any information regarding conditions at the 

worksite that will present the company in a favorable light and, in particular, any 

information that has not previously been brought to the CSHO’s attention.

o Take detailed notes.

o Ask the CSHO what the characterization of the citations will be and the proposed 

penalty amounts.  (As noted above, the CSHO will likely not provide this 

information.  Even so, the Company representative should attempt to ascertain 

this information.)

o Discuss with the CSHO how much time the company will need to make any 

necessary corrections or repairs of violations that the inspection turned up.
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De Minimis

Other Than Serious

Serious

Willful

Repeat

Egregious

Criminal
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